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It is the year 1803, and the (in)famous scientist and vaunter Dr. Victor Frankenstein has disap-
peared. Frankenstein had, until late, regularly thrilled audiences at underground gatherings
with the wonders of what he termed “galvanic animation.” These cutting edge experiments
used powerful electrical current to bring a semblance of life to the remains of both animals and
men, even the severed parts thereof. Of course, such experiments often aroused the ire of the
Church and more sensitive folk who deemed them blasphemies, but to men of science and
progress these secret gatherings contained the promise of a new world of learning and human
understanding.

Frankenstein used the fame and influence he achieved to take up residence in Ingolstadt,
where he had begun his studies years before. There he was able to attract patrons and gather a
group of like-minded disciples around him. But even from these intimates he kept secret the
details of his most recent experiments. Yet it is clear he was making great strides forward, as
he had been boasting that he was on the verge of resurrecting the dead and creating life itself.
Now his apartments and adjoining laboratory lie burned, and the man himself has not been
seen for two fortnights.

You are the disciples of Frankenstein, prodigious intellects and polymaths in your own right,
driven by obsession to plumb the depths of alchemy and the natural sciences to discover the
essence of life and death. With your mentor and chief rival for fame and funding now out of
the picture, you have the opportunity to conduct your own experiments. Despite the pleasure
you take in your comrades’ company and the gentlemanly respect you have for their intellects,
you want to outdo the others and achieve what Frankenstein only promised — take dead flesh
and make it live again.

So begin your research, gather your materials, and seek the funding necessary to make your
theories real. What and who will you sacrifice in the pursuit of science? Will your achieve-
ments bring you glory or a fate much more noisome?



“In Frankenstein’s Wake” is a game for three to six players in which each player assumes the
role of one of the ambitious disciples of the missing Dr. Victor Frankenstein. You will each
choose one of the pregenerated characters included with the game and use that character to tell
a tale of harrowing obsession and horror (along with some black humor) in a single session of
play.

In order to play the game you need these rules, the materials deck, the scene type cards, a copy
of each character sheet, a copy of the experiment tracking chart, and several dice of each type
ranging in size from four-sided (d4s) to six-sided (d6s) and eight-sided (d8s).

Dr. Frankenstein was a shrewd judge of character and chose his disciples carefully from
among the many hangers-on and dandies who wished to partake of some small part of his rep-
utation. Thus, each of his disciples is not only a first-rate mind, they are also resourceful and
creative in solving the practical problems of scientific inquiry.

Before providing the character sheets for each character, it is important to understand the vari-
ous parts of the character sheet and how they will be used in play.

Each character has the three basic attributes of Brilliance, Charm, and Skullduggery. Brilliance
is associated with mental clarity, memory, and innovativeness; it is vitally important to the ex-
periments at hand. Charm is associated with social graces, persuasion, and artistic abilities. Be-
ing well-rounded people, the disciples of Frankenstein have cultivated many talents in
addition to their scientific studies, some of which may help them in their quest to duplicate
their mentor’s experiments. Finally, Skullduggery encompasses every manner of deceit, illicit
activity, and violence. While not typically the refuge of men and women of science, with the
stakes so high every advantage must be used to its full.

Each character has a die size associated with each attribute (d4, d6, or d8). When using a given
attribute during a scene, you will be rolling one die of the associated size, usually along with
one or more dice for skills and traits. When rolling dice, you are looking for the largest num-
bers of successes you can achieve, with a success being an odd result on any given die.



Each character also has a rating in each attribute from that represents a pool of points associat-
ed with that attribute. If you are not satisfied with the result of your roll, you may spend a
point from that attribute’s pool to reroll one of your dice in hopes of a better result. You may
spend points in this manner any number of times in a scene until the pool is exhausted. More
discussion of the mechanics of conflict resolution is to be found below in the section entitled
“Resolving the Unavoidable Friction between Like-Minded Scientists.”

In addition to attributes, each character has a selection of skills indicating the particular spe-
cialties to which they have turned their acumen. Skills are each associated with a die size (d4,
d6, or d8), one of which is rolled when that skill is used by the character during a scene. Skills
usually seem most related to one particular attribute, but any skill may be narrated about and
used in any scene, regardless of the attribute you have chosen to use in that scene.



Finally, each character has several traits representing treasured possessions, close relation-
ships, and special areas of ability. You may interpret these as you will. A trait is always associ-
ated with a d6. In addition to rolling the trait’s die when it is used by the character during a
scene, traits can be burned off (i.e., permanently weakened or lost) in order to gain success in a
given scene even when your dice have failed you.

Finally, each character has a name and nationality. The personal history, current circumstanc-
es, and other facets of your chosen character’s life are entirely up to you.



Horatio Inman

English

(    ) 4 Brilliance d4

(     ) 4 Charm d8

(     ) 4 Skullduggery d6

Research: 1

Funding: 1

Skills Traits
Alchemy d4 Grandfather’s Pocket Watch d6
Anatomy d8 Comfortable Flat d6
Bribery d6 Foppish Clothes d6
Dancing d4 Loyal Manservant d6
Galvanism d6 Widowed Mother d6
Lying d8 Lovely Betrothed d6
Medicine d8 Glib Tongue d6
Natural Sciences d6 Healthy Vigor d6
Oenology d8 Handsome d6
Piano d4
Savoir-Faire d6
Skulking d4



Gunter Elsenhans

German

(    ) 3 Brilliance d6

(     ) 6 Charm d4

(     ) 3 Skullduggery d8

Research: 1

Funding: 1

Skills Traits
Carousing d8 Lucky Roman Coin d6
Flattery d6 Veterinary Office d6
Galvanism d6 Sizeable Library d6
Games of Chance d4 Loyal Hound d6
Hunting d4 Unwed Sister d6
Natural Sciences d6 Beloved Cousin d6
Oratory d8 Graceful Step d6
Philosophy d4 Dignified Bearing d6
Pugilism d6 Impeccable Hygiene d6
Sleight of Hand d8
Taxidermy d4
Veterinary Medicine d8



Yves Holenstein

Swiss

(    ) 3 Brilliance d4

(     ) 3 Charm d6

(     ) 6 Skullduggery d8

Research: 1

Funding: 1

Skills Traits
Anatomy d4 Ventriloquist’s Dummy d6
Anthropology d4 Small Theatre d6
Fencing d4 Grandmother’s Broach d6
Flattery d6 Enamored Patroness d6
Galvanism d6 The Magician’s Assistant d6
Natural Sciences d6 Aged Uncle d6
Physiogamy d8 Fleet of Foot d6
Puppeteering d6 Wicked Grin d6
Rumormonger d8 Natural Entertainer d6
Skulking d8
Snide Humor d4
Ventriloquism d8



Giada Bracciano

Italian

(    ) 4 Brilliance d6

(     ) 5 Charm d8

(     ) 3 Skullduggery d4

Research: 1

Funding: 1

Skills Traits
Alchemy d4 Stradivarius Violin d6
Art History d4 Art Collection d6
Botany d8 Modest Home d6
Chemistry d4 Poor Artist d6
Culinary Arts d8 Young Son d6
Forgery d8 Charming Husband d6
Galvanism d6 Well-mannered d6
Lying d6 Deft Fingers d6
Natural Sciences d6 Discerning Nose d6
Savoir-faire d4
Smuggling d6
Violin d8



Cornelia Galloway

Irish

(    ) 5 Brilliance d8

(     ) 3 Charm d6

(     ) 4 Skullduggery d4

Research: 1

Funding: 1

Skills Traits
Ancient History d8 Mother’s Pearls d6
Blackmail d8 Childhood Music Box d6
Galvanism d6 Teaching Studio d6
Linguistics d8 Childhood Friend d6
Medicine d4 Beloved Tabby d6
Music Composition d4 Ailing Grandfather d6
Natural Sciences d6 Lascivious d6
Painting d4 Perfect Pitch d6
Pickpocket d6 Sturdy d6
Rumormonger d4
Singing d8
Storytelling d6



Philippe Lambert

French

(    ) 4 Brilliance d8

(     ) 4 Charm d4

(     ) 4 Skullduggery d6

Research: 1

Funding: 1

Skills Traits
Astrology d4 Family Rapier d6
Bribery d8 Favorite Tavern d6
Carousing d6 Elegant Clothes d6
Dancing d4 Doting Father d6
Dueling d4 Ambitious Younger Brother d6
Engineering d8 Layabout Comrade d6
Galvanism d6 Unshakeable Confidence d6
Lockpicking d4 Mellifluous Voice d6
Mathematics d8 Sharp Eyes d6
Natural Sciences d6
Poetry d8
Seduction d6



To prepare for the game, each player must choose a character sheet and place it in front of
them. Briefly review the skills and traits of your character, as you will be narrating events that
invoke these items so that you can use their dice in a scene.

Place the experiment tracking chart in the center of the table along with a supply of dice. Shuf-
fle the materials deck and place it in easy reach of the players.

Play will proceed in a series of turns, each called a Week, during which each character will be
able to participate in two scenes. To begin the Week, one player must take the scene cards, one
representing each scene type, shuffle them, and then deal them out face up from left to right.
This reveals the order in which the scenes will be played out during that Week. There are six
different scenes:

Conduct Research

Seek Funding

Gather Equipment

Gather Materials

Socialize

Experiment

Once the order of the scenes this Week is known, each player secretly writes down the two
scenes he wants to participate in. Then the players simultaneously reveal their choices. Play
then proceeds from the first scene on through the last in order, with players participating in
the scenes they have chosen for their character. If no one has chosen to participate in a given
scene, simply skip it and move on to the next.

Once all the scenes of a Week have been played, gather up the scene cards and begin a new
Week as described above. However, if a character successfully completes the experiment to
create life during a Week, then the normal flow of play stops and the characters can narrate
their epilogues as discussed in the section entitled “Detailing the Events Occurring After the
Experiments are Complete.”



If you are the only player to choose to have your character participate in a given scene, then
your character will have some spotlight time to themselves. First, you must decide which attri-
bute to use during the scene, guided by the type of actions you anticipate your character will
take. Announce your choice to the other players, and place the appropriate die in front of you.

Then you must describe the time, place, and current goings on as the scene begins. Usually
there will be other non-player characters (NPCs) present in the scene; each should be generally
described while establishing the scene. Then you may assign the roles of the important NPCs
to one or more of the other players.

With that accomplished, you and any other players serving as the important NPCs may en-
gage in free role-playing. Your character’s actions should generally conform to the attribute
they are using, but don’t hold a scene back from developing in interesting and entertaining di-
rections.

As role-playing continues, you may include narration that invokes one or more of your
character’s skills or traits in an appropriate manner (i.e., one that makes sense given the events
of the scene and the direction it is proceeding). Any skill or trait can be invoked in any scene,
regardless of the attribute being used. As you do so, you may take a die of the appropriate size
and place it in front of you with the attribute die that is already there. You also must check off
the box next to that skill or trait, denoting that it has been used.

Eventually, you and the other players will direct the scene toward its goal — gaining research
insights, asking for money, obtaining equipment or materials, etc. — and a crisis point will be
reached where the goal of the scene will be either won or lost. At that point, there is a pause in
the role-playing to determine whether your character succeeds or fails. Take up the dice in
front of you and roll them all, hoping to attain as many odd results as possible. Each odd result
counts as one success. One of the other players serving as an NPC takes up three d6s to repre-
sent the adverse elements affecting your character and rolls them, with odd results again
counting as successes.

Your character must achieve more successes than the adversities arrayed against them in order
to achieve some positive result from the scene. So if your character’s dice have yielded fewer



successes, then you have the option to spend points from your character’s attribute pool to re-
roll one or more dice as many times as desired, limited only by the number of points in the ap-
propriate pool.

If your rerolls fail to yield the necessary successes or you wish to preserve your character’s at-
tribute pool, you may instead choose to burn off one of your character’s traits. Doing so imme-
diately establishes your character as successful in the scene regardless of the number of
successes actually rolled, but it carries a heavy cost.

Different types of traits are affected in different ways when burned off. Traits that are items are
simply crossed off your character’s sheet and unable to be used again during the game.

Traits that constitute relationships to people can be burned off twice. The first time it is burned
off, the relationship represented by the trait is negatively affected in a way determined in the
scene’s final narration; write the new nature of the relationship next to the trait. The second
time a relationship is burned off, the relationship is lost for the rest of the game — cross it off
your character’s sheet.

Finally, traits that represent special aptitudes of your character also can be burned off twice.
After the first time, the trait is weakened in a way determined in the scene’s final narration;
cross out the original aptitude and write in the new nature of the aptitude next to it. The sec-
ond time the trait is burned off, the trait is transformed into something fully negative — a dark
mirror of the original aptitude or some other negative aspect related to the original as deter-
mined in the scene’s final narration and written down in place of the prior aptitude. From then
on, narrating the negative trait into a scene gains the appropriate die, but the trait can no lon-
ger be burned off.

Once your character’s success or failure in the scene is determined, look to see which die yield-
ed the highest numerical result. Whichever player rolled that die gets to narrate what actually
occurred to end the scene. This narration should take account of the original goal of the charac-
ter, the attributes, skills, and traits used in the scene, and the behavior of the NPCs.

If you spent attribute pool points to reroll dice, the narration can describe several missteps tak-
en by your character before finally succeeding. If you burned off a trait in order to succeed, the



narration should describe how your character did not have success with their initial approach
but was still able to obtain their goal in another manner by sacrificing the trait in some way. If
the trait is redefined rather than merely lost, then the final narration gets to describe the trait’s
new nature.

Example: Sarah is playing Horatio Inman, and was the only one to choose to partici-
pate in the Seek Funding scene for the Week. Reviewing her character’s sheet and cur-
rent attribute pools, Sarah decides Horatio will use his Charm in the scene. Sarah then
sets the scene – Horatio is attending a ball thrown at City Hall by the Countess of Lat-
via who is visiting Ingolstadt and known for her love of fine wine. Many other digni-
taries, including the city’s mayor, are in attendance. It is just after dinner and a string
quartet is beginning to play a stirring waltz. Sarah assigns George to play the mayor,
Jean to play the Countess, and Terry to play other dignitaries as needed.

During the free role-play of the scene, Sarah is able to narrate in several of Horatio’s
skills. Of course, Horatio is wearing his best Foppish Clothes to the ball. He takes the
Countess a glass of superior wine based on his Oenology skill; he charms her with his
Savoir-Fair and Glib Tongue as they exchange small talk. Despite the attempts of the
mayor to pull the Countess away to talk with other more influential guest, Horatio
convinces her to Dance with him. As she narrates and role-plays, Sarah marks off the
use of each skill and trait. With six dice in hand of various sizes, Sarah decides that she
had used enough of Horatio’s skills and traits for this scene and has him finally ask the
Countess for some funding of his experiments.

Jean rolls 3d6 to represent the adverse elements in the scene, getting a 5, 3, and 1 –
with three odd results the adverse elements have three successes. Sarah takes up
Hortio’s dice – 3d6, 2d8, and 1d4. She rolls them and gets a 4, 3, 2, 7, 5, and 2. This is
also three successes – not enough to obtain the funding Horatio needs.

Sarah decides to spend a point from Horatio’s Charm pool to reroll her d4 that cur-
rently shows a 2. She marks off the point, but the reroll yields a 4 – not a success.
Rather than expend more points, Sarah opts to have Horatio burn a trait to succeed.
Since special aptitudes can be burnt twice before losing them, she chooses to burn Glib
Tongue since it has already been used. Now Horatio will succeed.



Since Sarah’s 7 was the highest die result, she gets to narrate what occurred. She de-
cides that Horatio is at first rebuffed by the Countess who turns to accompany the
mayor. Horatio grows angry and calls after the Countess, who completely ignores him.
Finally, Horatio loses his temper and loudly challenges the Countess, pointing to her
extravagant spending on the ball but lack of generosity toward the sciences and true
social good. He suggests that she is not as sophisticated as she pretends, being merely a
vain partygoer. A hush falls over the gathered dignitaries, and the embarrassed Count-
ess stammers out that she always intended to help fund Horatio’s scientific endeavors.

So Horatio receives his funding, but he must also change his trait since he burned it
off during the scene. Sarah decides it now a Strident Tongue for which he is known,
betraying a move toward anger and inflexibility rather his prior easy manner.

If more than one player has chosen a particular type of scene, then their characters all will be
in the scene together, and will compete to attain the benefits the scene provides. The rules for
narration and determining success are the same as described above, except for the additional
rules noted here.

To begin the scene, each character’s player secretly determines the attribute they will use in
the scene and writes it down. Then they simultaneously reveal their choice. The player of the
character using the smallest attribute die gets to set the scene. If two or more players have the
same smallest die size, then look to the size of that attribute’s pool, with the lowest getting to
set the scene. If there is still a tie between multiple players, then they may set the scene togeth-
er, each adding elements collaboratively.

With the scene set up, the roles of important NPCs should be assigned to any players whose
characters are not participating in the scene. If all characters are participating in the scene, div-
vy up the NPCs among the players as you see fit but with an eye to preventing situations
where a player is role-playing both sides of a dialogue.

Free role-playing proceeds as in a one-player scene, with players narrating in various skills
and traits, taking the appropriate dice, and checking off the use of the skill or trait as they go.



To organize this role-play and narration, you may go around the table and allow each player
in turn to narrate what his or her character is doing next, narrating in skills or traits as desired.
Or you may choose to follow a freeform approach, with each player interjecting on behalf of
their character in any order desired.

Eventually the scene will reach a crisis point where one of the characters must succeed or fail
in achieving their goal for the scene. At this point, each player rolls the dice in front of them,
looking for as many successes (odd results) as possible. A player assigned to an NPC whose
character is not involved in the scene, if available, or whichever player you prefer, must roll
three d6s to represent the adversity present in the scene.

Just as in a one-character scene, success requires exceeding the successes rolled by the adverse
elements. However, where multiple characters are competing for the same goal, only the one
to roll the highest number of successes can achieve it. Thus, after rolling the dice, any player
may choose to spend one or more points from their character’s attribute pool to reroll dice in
hope of yielding further successes.

Once all rerolling is complete and it is clear which character achieved the most successes, the
players of other characters may decide whether to burn off a trait in order to achieve success of
their own in the scene.

After all trait burning is complete, the player whose die yielded the highest numerical result,
after removing any tied dice on a one-for-one basis, gets to provide the final narration of the
scene’s result. Again, rerolls and burned off traits should be taken into account in providing
this narration.

Example: Consider if the scene in the prior example had involved two characters
instead of just one. Sarah, playing Horatio Inman, and Terry, playing Philippe Lam-
bert, both chose to Seek Funding. Both players secretly determine which attribute
their character will use in the scene, and both choose Charm. After revealing their
choices, Philippe’s d4 Charm is the smallest die size, so Terry can set the scene.

Assume Terry set the same scene at the Countess’s ball outlined above. George is as-
signed to play the mayor and Jean the Countess. Free role-play begins and Horatio
and Philippe each do their best to monopolize the Countess and charm her in hopes of
receiving funding. Sarah has narrated in Horatio’s Foppish Clothes, Glib Tongue,
Oenology, Savoir-Faire, and Dancing, while Terry has used Philippe’s Elegant
Clothes, Dancing, Mellifluous Voice, and Seduction. Eventually, both men find



themselves in the Countess’s company and ask her to choose to fund one of them for
science’s sake.

Jean rolls 3d6 for the adverse elements and gets a 6, 2, and 1 – only one success. Sar-
ah rolls 3d6, 2d8, and 1d4, getting 4, 3, 2, 7, 5, and 2. Terry rolls 3d6 and 2d4, get-
ting 6, 4, 3, 4, and 1. Sarah leads Terry by three successes to two, and both have
already exceeded the successes of the adverse elements. After both spend several
points to reroll dice and attempt to take the upper hand, Sarah leads Terry five suc-
cesses to three. Terry concedes, and decides instead to burn off Philippe’s Elegant
Clothes trait to achieve success anyway, crossing it off his sheet.

Sarah’s 7 is still the highest die result after the rerolls, so she may narrate the scene’s
result. Although the Countess refuses to fund either man after they confront her,
Horatio is able to find her later at the ball and after coaxing with wine and dance re-
ceive a promise of funds. Philippe, bereft at the failure of his guile, decides that the
aristocracy can rot, and he sells his elegant clothes to a vendor for some ready cash.

The choice of which scenes to participate in during a Week depends upon many factors. Chief
among these is considering which scene types currently best advance your character’s goal of
conducting a successful experiment to create life. As mentioned above, the six scene types are:

Conduct Research

Seek Funding

Gather Equipment

Gather Materials

Socialize

Experiment

Success in each type of scene allows a character to gain resources for use in his experiment.



A “conduct research” scene is focused on acquiring knowledge of how to create life. This can
be done by examining texts or attending lectures at the local university, rummaging in the ru-
ins of Dr. Frankenstein’s burned laboratory looking for scraps of his notes, perusing the tomes
of alchemy and metaphysics at an Ingolstadt bookstall, or anything else the players devise.

At the beginning of the game, each character has a Research of one, representing their current
knowledge of how to proceed with their experiments. A character’s level of Research limits the
total number of d6s that can be in their Experiment Pool at any time, and limits the number of
materials cards they can place on the experiment tracking chart. When a character succeeds in
a conduct research scene, they increase their Research by a number of points equal to the num-
ber by which their rolled successes exceed the successes rolled by adverse elements. If success
was gained only by burning off a trait, then Research increases by one or the number of excess
successes rolled, whichever is greater.



A “seek funding” scene features one or more characters wooing a potential patron to obtain
the money necessary to purchase the equipment and materials for their experiments. Usually
such attempts to wheedle money occur at a social or academic event, but players can have
their characters shamelessly solicit funds anywhere they please.

At the beginning of the game, each character has a Funding of one, representing their current
savings. When a character succeeds in a seek funding scene, they increase their Funding by a
number of points equal to the number by which their rolled successes exceed the successes
rolled by adverse elements. If success was gained by burning off a trait, then Funding is in-
creased by the character’s total number of rolled successes – yes, this means you can some-
times gain more money by selling or exploiting your own traits than by convincing some rich
bloke to give you money.

“Gather equipment” scenes allow one or more characters to go in search of the bizarre and ex-
pensive equipment they need in order to energize their materials and bring them to life. Such



scenes can also include narration of a character assembling various parts into strange appara-
tuses of their own design that will be used in their experiments. Junkyards, university labora-
tories, hidden underground factories – all those and more can be the initial location or desired
destination of such a scene.

When a character succeeds in a gather equipment scene, whether normally or by burning off a
trait, they receive one d6 they may add to their Experiment Pool. For each success they rolled
in excess of the number of successes rolled by adverse elements, they may spend one point of
Funding to receive an additional d6. Remember that the number of d6s that can be in a
character’s Experiment Pool is capped at their current Research, so any additional dice are lost.

“Gather materials” scenes involve the grisly work of collecting the raw materials for use in the
characters’ experiments. Such scenes likely will take place in graveyards, hospitals, morgues,
and abattoirs as characters pursue the pieces of flesh and bone they need to craft their own
Adam or Eve.



When a character succeeds in a gather materials scene, whether normally or by burning off a
trait, they may draw one card from the materials deck. For each success they rolled in excess of
the number of successes rolled by adverse elements, they may draw one additional card. The
truly ambitious character may also spend one or more points of Funding to draw an additional
card for each. If the materials deck ever runs out of cards, reshuffle the discards and reuse
them.

Once these cards are drawn, the player may place a number of cards in the four spaces on the
experiment tracking chart. This number is capped at the character’s current Research. Cards
that are drawn and cannot yet be placed on the experiment tracking chart form a hand of cards
held by the player.

In addition, the player may swap cards currently on the experiment tracking chart for others
from their hand. Cards may only be placed on the chart or swapped out during a scene where
the character has gathered materials. The cards that have been taken off the chart must be dis-
carded.

Even the most diligent scientist needs to take time to refresh himself and recover from the fa-
tigue of his endeavors. Such respite allows him to return to his experiments with renewed in-
sight and vigor. In a “socialize” scene, one or more characters has the opportunity to refresh
one of their attribute pools as well as uncheck all of the skills and traits they have used.

The different attributes are refreshed in different manners. Brilliance is refreshed by engaging
in intellectual disputations with other learned companions. Charm is refreshed by engaging in
the cultured activities of music, dance, art, poetry recitation, etc. Skullduggery is refreshed by
imbibing luxurious food and drink while engaging in idle boasts in the company of layabouts
and hangers-on.

Which attribute pool is eligible to be refreshed in a given socialize scene is dependent upon the
player that sets the time and place of the scene initially. Once it is clear what activities are oc-
curring, the players can narrate their characters’ participation. Unlike the other scene types,



any character who rolls successes in excess of the number of successes rolled by adverse ele-
ments may refresh the appropriate attribute pool back to its original level and uncheck all
skills and traits. Failure is best narrated as being driven to distraction by the details of your
researches such that even the most relaxing of pastimes cannot be enjoyed.

“Experiment” scenes are special and do not follow the rules of the other scene types. In an ex-
periment scene a character is making the final adjustments to his equipment and materials and
finally takes the steps to see if the experiment is a success.

Each character has an independent experiment scene regardless of the number of players who
chose it. Players should play out their separate scenes in order of score, with the highest score
going first.

The player sets the scene, describing the appearance of his laboratory and the equipment and
materials he has gathered. Then the player rolls all the d6s in their Experiment Pool and adds
their total to the number of points noted on the various materials cards they have placed on
the experiment tracking chart. If the player has an entire creature assembled (Head/Brain, Tor-
so, and two sets of Limbs), then the player receives ten additional points. This number is then
added to the player’s score. Use a token of some kind to denote the player’s current score on
the margin of the experiment tracking chart.

In narrating the result of the experiment, look at the number of ones and sixes showing on the
d6s you rolled. If the ones outnumber the sixes, then the experiment was a failure – one from
which he or she will learn, but a failure nonetheless. For each six rolled, the other players may
in turn, starting with the player to your left, add a fact that must be included in your narration
of the experiment’s result. If the sixes outnumber the ones, then the experiment was a success
– dead flesh has gained some semblance of life, if only for a moment. For each one rolled, the
other players may in turn, starting with the player to your left, add a fact that must be includ-
ed in your narration of the experiment’s result. After narrating the result of the experiment,
discard all the materials cards the player has placed on the experiment tracking chart and re-
move half (rounded up) of the d6s the character has in their Experiment Pool.



If an experiment scene brings a player’s score to 60 or more, then the character has succeeded
in following in Dr. Victor Frankenstein’s footsteps and has created life. Rather than receiving
the normal narration of the experiment’s result, this triggers the end of the game. If any other
players are still to take their experiment scene they may do so, but no other types of scenes
will be played.

Once a character has achieved 60 or more points from experiments, the game has ended. Any
remaining experiment scenes are played out as well, and the character who has the highest to-
tal score afterward is the winner. However, such a victory may well be hollow comfort once
the epilogue for each character is complete.

Do not discard the materials cards after the experiment scenes are played. Instead, beginning
with the winning player and then in descending order of points, look to the materials cards
currently in place on that character’s portion of the experiment tracking chart. In addition to
containing additional point awards, each materials card contains a word or short phrase that
must be incorporated into the narration of the final fate of your character. The winning
character’s narration must also describe the fate of his creation. In addition, the impact of traits
that have been burnt off in pursuit of your character’s experiments should strongly influence
your narration. Feel free to assign other players the roles of NPCs if you would like to play out
some interaction as part of your character’s epilogue.

The other characters’ narration should describe their final fate in light of their inability to suc-
ceed in their experiments. In addition to incorporating the content of any materials cards they
have on their portion of the experiment tracking chart, this narration can reference any epi-
logues narrated before it and make connections between them. Once all of the epilogues have
been narrated, the game is complete.



Thanks to Nathan Paoletta for envisioning the BibliOdyssey RPG Design Challenge and to
Jake Sulpice for choosing the image set I used in designing the game. This was a great design
exercise, and I hope to see the event repeated in the future.

The inspirations for the game design come from the discussions I’ve seen on Story Games
(www.story-games.com/forums) regarding games that can be picked up and immediately
played in a single evening once you have familiarity with the rules, much like board games.
The mechanics were inspired by The Dying Earth Roleplaying Game by Robin D. Laws, John
Snead, and Peter Freeman, The Shab al-Hiri Roach by Jason Morningstar, and the board games
Puerto Rico by Andreas Seyfarth and Wallenstein by Dirk Henn. Any broken bits or rules you
don’t like are, of course, entirely my fault.

The art used in the game  comes from the following sources:

Cover, page s 4 and 20 - http://bibliodyssey.blogspot.com/2007/02/galvanizing-aldini.html dis-
cussing Giovanni Aldini’s book 'Essai Théorique et Expérimental sur le Galvanisme' hosted by
the Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections at Cornell University.

The character portraits - The Library of Congress’ collection entitled “America’s First Look Into
the Camera: Daguerreotype Portraits and Views, 1839-1964” which can be found at
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/daghtml/

Page 19 and the experiment tracking chart - http://bibliodyssey.blogspot.com/2007/02/easy-
pickings.html discussing Leonardo da Vinci’s Arundel manuscript at the British Library's Turn
The Pages site.

Page 21 - http://bibliodyssey.blogspot.com/2007/02/temple-of-music.html discussing Robert
Fludd’s (1574-1637) 'De Naturae Simia' book from the enormous 'Utriusque Cosmi Maioris Sci-
licet et Minores Metaphysica, Physica Atque Technica Historia' series, online at the J Willard
Marriot Library at the University of Utah.

In Frankenstein’s Wake is released under the Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution-Share Alike
License in compliance with the rules of the contest and the requirements of using images from
BibliOdyssey.









Conduct Research
Success = Increase Research by # of Suc-

cesses in Excess of Adverse Elements

If by Burning, Increase Research by 1 or #
of Excess Successes, Whichever is Greater

Gather Equipment
Success = Add 1d6 to Experiment Pool,

Plus for each Success in Excess of Adverse
Elements can Spend 1 Funding to Add

Additional 1d6 (Capped at Current Re-
search)

Seek Funding
Success = Increase Funding by # of Success-

es in Excess of Adverse Elements

If by Burning, Increase Funding by # of
Rolled Successes



Gather Materials
Success = Draw 1 Card from Materials

Deck, Plus 1 Additional Card for Each Suc-
cess in Excess of Adverse Elements

Can also Spend 1 or More Funding for 1
Additional Card Each

Socialize
Each Character With Successes in Excess of
Adverse Elements May Refresh Attribute
Pool Based on Activities Conducted in
Scene and Uncheck All Skills and Traits

Experiment
Roll d6s in Experiment Pool and Add
Points from Materials on the Experiment

Tracking Chart and Add to Your Score


